Patient Information sheet

Benign skin lesions
SURGERY
Surgery is undertaken to clear lesions which cannot be managed
by simpler means. As illustrated a margin of healthy tissue is removed around the lesion so that the lab can examine it under the
microscope to determine the characteristics and complete excision.
You will note that a simple excision illustrated is aligned into the
skin folds for best scar results and takes the shape of an ellipse so
the skin closes without rucks and tucks. This geometry may
result in scar that is longer than you anticipate but paradoxically
this heals better with less tension in the closure.
Your surgeon will select the simplest method of closure consistent
with the requirement to clear the lesion and with the result in mind.
This will be discussed at the consultation.
Scars are minimised by technique and placement. All scars will go
through a resolution cycle of getting obvious for three months and
then fading after 12 months. Your surgeon may recommend taping
or applications to the skin depending on progress. For the limbs
and trunk a compression garment may be required usually in those
where prior scars have been a problem.
Scar revisions are occasionally required and are covered by your
insurance. These take place after one year.

LOCAL ANAESTHETIC
Local anaesthetic is often selected by patients as is simpler for a few small lesions.
It does sting a little although bicarbonated soda is added to reduce the acidity of the local. However it
works quickly and although you can feel some pushing and pulling the skin of the area will be numb.
GENERAL ANAESTHETIC /DAY STAY
Some patients will select this option for multiple lesion removal or sensitive spots such as around the
eye or awkward spots around the nose. Those patients who dislike local can also opt for day case
anaesthesia.
ACTIVITY LEVEL AFTER OPERATION
Strenuous activity is best avoided for about one week . Healing blood vessels need peace and quiet
as they are flimsy to begin with thickening up over a week to 10 days. Aspirin is to be avoided for 10
days prior to operation.
You will be provided with a prescription for pain relief and antibiotics after surgery. You will also be
given a small tube of eye cream to use as directed on the wound afterwards. This is not a particularly
painful operation and many people do not use their pain relief.
COSTS
Costs are generally covered via your insurance company and are quoted for insurance company approval prior to any operation. The insurance company is asked to confirm with you directly the level of
cover available under your policy.
YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES
• To reveal all medications ,conditions,history, allergies and recreational drug use.
• To understand all aspects of the information discussed at consultation and all written information
given and to seek clarification if needed.
• To understand that you are entering a process where your surgeon is dedicated to the best possible
outcome. This requires engaging in the complexities of biology, healing and individual differences, • •
• That additional stages or further surgeries are occasionally required and that the surgeons best efforts are the basis of the charges. Further surgeries will incur additional charges in pursuit of a particular result.
• To understand that the initial consultation is charged for but all subsequent pre operative consultations pertaining to this surgery are at no charge.
• To understand and accept the above conditions.

